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Abstract: Tidal flats are critical ecosystems, playing a vital role in biodiversity conservation and
ecological balance. Collecting tidal flat environmental information using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and subsequently utilizing 3D reconstruction techniques for their detection and protection
holds significance in providing comprehensive and detailed tidal flat information, including terrain,
slope, and other parameters. It also enables scientific decision-making for the preservation of tidal flat
ecosystems and the monitoring of factors such as rising sea levels. Moreover, the latest advancements
in neural radiance fields (Nerf) have provided valuable insights and novel perspectives for our
work. We face the following challenges: (1) the performance of a single network is limited due to
the vast area to cover; (2) regions far from the camera center may exhibit suboptimal rendering
results; and (3) changes in lighting conditions present challenges for the achievement of precise
reconstruction. To tackle these challenges, we partitioned the tidal flat scene into distinct submodules,
carefully preserving overlapping regions between each submodule for collaborative optimization.
The luminance of each image is quantified by the appearance embedding vector produced by
every captured image. Subsequently, this corresponding vector serves as an input to the model,
enhancing its performance across varying lighting conditions. We also introduce an ellipsoidal sphere
transformation that brings distant image elements into the sphere’s interior, enhancing the algorithm’s
capacity to represent remote image information. Our algorithm is validated using tidal plane images
collected from UAVs and compared with traditional Nerf based on two metrics: peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and learned perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS). Our method enhances the
PSNR value by 2.28 and reduces the LPIPS value by 0.11. The results further demonstrate that our
approach significantly enhances Nerf’s performance in tidal flat environments. Utilizing Nerf for the
3D reconstruction of tidal flats, we bypass the need for explicit representation and geometric priors.
This innovative approach yields superior novel view synthesis and enhances geometric perception,
resulting in high-quality reconstructions. Our method not only provides valuable data but also offers
profound insights for environmental monitoring and management.

Keywords: tidal flats; neural radiation fields; 3D reconstruction; image processing

1. Introduction

Tidal flats [1] are coastal areas located at the interface between land and sea, subject to
tidal influences. They form through the accumulation of fine cohesive particles, resulting
in bi-directional sedimentation zones where sediment is carried by both land and marine
forces. Tidal flats typically comprise various geomorphic units such as flats, vegetation
belts, and tidal channels. Within the natural ecosystem, tidal flats hold immense ecological
value, playing a pivotal role in preserving biodiversity, mitigating the impact of extreme
storm surges, and serving as indicators of sea-level rise. However, the ecological systems of
tidal flats are increasingly affected and threatened by global climate change and abnormal
fluctuations in sea levels. As a result, monitoring and understanding the developmental
trends of tidal flats have become crucially important. This endeavor is essential not only to
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ensure the sustainable development of tidal flat resources but also to meet the demands of
implementing environmental conservation policies.

Currently, the employment of unmanned systems [2,3] for the acquisition of envi-
ronmental data in natural settings is a highly promising trend. Unmanned systems offer
several advantages: (1) they possess the capability to encompass vast expanses of tidal
flat areas; (2) they facilitate considerable time and manpower savings; (3) they enable
non-contact data collection, thereby minimizing environmental disruption and degrada-
tion; and (4) they are adept at navigating complex terrains and accessing remote locations.
Continuous advancements and research in electric motor technology have played a pivotal
role in enhancing the performance, efficiency, and sustainability of unmanned systems [4,5].
Presently, numerous endeavors involve the utilization of unmanned aerial vehicles to
collect remote sensing imagery of natural environments [6,7], subsequently facilitating
the evaluation of ecological well-being. However, relative to merely employing 2D per-
spectives to detect changes in tidal flat environments, the utilization of image-based 3D
reconstruction enables the acquisition of more intricate and comprehensive tidal flat in-
formation. Through 3D reconstruction of tidal flats, researchers can obtain detailed and
holistic terrain models, encompassing elevation, slope, and topographical characteristics.
These models facilitate visualization and simulation of the tidal flats, providing researchers
and decision-makers with a more intuitive understanding of the morphological dynamics
and enabling more scientifically informed decision-making. Additionally, 3D reconstruc-
tion [8,9] empowers more profound quantitative analysis, such as the measurement of
tidal flat volume, surface area, slope, and other parameters, which hold immense value for
environmental monitoring and management.

The synthesis of novel view images from a collection of 2D pictures has been a long-
standing problem in computer vision. The entire process can be described as follows:
feature points are detected from the 2D images, and descriptors are added to these feature
points [10,11] that serve as unique signatures for subsequent image matching and corre-
lation. Feature point matching is performed among multiple sets of images, establishing
correspondences between points in different images. This process allows for the estima-
tion of each camera’s position, orientation, and 3D point triangulation within the scene.
Ultimately, camera poses and 3D points undergo a combined optimization process known
as bundle adjustment, which aims to minimize the differences between projected points
and their corresponding image points. Recent works have seen many classical approaches
based on structure-from-motion (SfM) [12] or image feature-based 3D reconstruction [13].
However, neural rendering techniques have made significant breakthroughs in this field,
offering new insights for the 3D reconstruction of tidal flat environments. Neural radiance
fields [14] (Nerf) employ neural networks to represent the radiance field and density of
the reconstructed scene, then utilize volume rendering to reconstruct the target scene.
Leveraging deep learning technology, Nerf infers the 3D structure and appearance of the
scene from a set of observed images, thereby synthesizing new views from previously
unobserved viewpoints. This approach has demonstrated remarkable results in many
challenging scenarios, significantly enhancing the quality of 3D reconstruction.

While Nerf-based techniques have demonstrated exceptional proficiency in repre-
senting intricate geometries and smoothly varying appearances concerning viewpoints,
Nerf assumes a constant density and radiance across the world, one which remains valid
only under static conditions encompassing geometry, material, and lighting. Consequently,
when applying Nerf to the 3D reconstruction of tidal environments, we encountered pro-
nounced artifacts, excessive smoothing, and other pseudo-phenomena in terrain units
highly sensitive to lighting variations. Notably, water surfaces and smooth rocks exhibited
intense specular highlights, while undulating tidal channels resulted in varying shadow
and highlight regions across distinct lighting conditions. In recent endeavors to enhance
image rendering quality, numerous studies have pursued the decomposition of appearance
into scene illumination and materials for re-illumination [15–20]. Some approaches assume
fixed lighting conditions [15,18], or fixed reconstructed scene materials [19]. Additionally,
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generative image-related techniques have been introduced in the realm of 3D reconstruc-
tion, including the utilization of learned latent appearance embeddings as conditioning
for neural re-rendering networks [21]. Inspired by these advancements, we address Nerf’s
limitations in handling lighting variations by introducing appearance embedding vectors
for each image, leading to a remarkable enhancement in Nerf’s performance across regions
that manifests in noticeable lighting changes within tidal environments.

In the pursuit of enhancing Nerf-based 3D reconstructions, various approaches have
garnered attention, including scene segmentation into multiple sub-modules. DeRF [22]
achieves this by employing spatial Voronoi partitioning to decompose the scene into multi-
ple cells, each independently rendered using smaller MLPs. KiloNeRF [23], on the other
hand, reconstructs target scenes using thousands of networks, or even more. Similarly,
for the 3D reconstruction of tidal flat scenes, we adopt a network structure, as shown in
Figure 1, for the task. We retained the repetitive parts between each submodule and opti-
mized the appearance embedding vectors of the submodules during rendering to achieve
an overall perspective optimization of the model. Drawing inspiration from Nerf++ [24],
we employ an inverted sphere parameterization for image information captured at greater
distances from the camera. However, unlike Nerf++, we tailor the shape of the sphere
specifically for the tidal flats environment, optimizing it to achieve tighter boundaries
around regions of interest and minimizing unnecessary computations.
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Figure 1. Algorithmic structure.

2. Approach

Firstly, in Section 2.1, we will provide a brief overview of Nerf. Subsequently, in
Section 2.2, we will elaborate on the techniques employed to handle the foreground
and background in tidal flats. The methods utilized to address variations in tidal flat
lighting will be discussed in Section 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.4, we will describe our ap-
proach to partitioning the tidal flat environment into sub-modules and the corresponding
processing techniques.

2.1. Background

Neural radiance fields represent a neural network model employed for image synthesis
and scene reconstruction purposes. This sophisticated neural architecture utilizes multi-
layer perceptrons (MLPs) to model the density and color of the scene, thereby encoding
the relationship between the 3D coordinates of the scene and the viewing perspective in
a functional form. By inputting the scene’s positions (x, y, z) and the viewing directions
into the MLP network, we obtain functions for volumetric density σ(x) and radiance c(x, d)
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with respect to the positions and viewing directions (θ, φ). Ultimately, the final image is
generated through the process of volume rendering. During the rendering stage, stratified
sampling is employed to sample along the camera rays r(t) = o + td for each pixel:

Ĉ(r) = ∑N
i=1 Ti·(1− exp(−σi·δi))·ci (1)

To obtain the pixel color, the interval between the near and far rendering boundaries,
denoted as tn and tf, respectively, is subdivided into N segments. Subsequently, summation
is performed for each of these subintervals.

The parameter Ti represents the probability of not being halted by particle interactions
from both the near and far rendering boundaries, and it also signifies the radiance from
position t to the camera:

Ti = exp

(
−

i−1

∑
j=1

σjδj

)
(2)

Nerf employs stochastic gradient descent to optimize the volumetric density σ and
radiance c by reducing the discrepancy between the real image Ii and the rendered predicted
image Îi(σ, c):

min σ,c
1
n∑n

i=1 ‖ Ii − Îi(σ, c) ‖2
2 . (3)

The disadvantage of neural networks when learning high-frequency information lies
in their subpar performance [25]. To counterbalance the biases in synthesizing images, a
compensatory measure involves utilizing the γ function to map the positional and viewing
information of the input network into a higher-dimensional space:

γk : p→ (sin(20p), cos(20p), . . . , sin(2kp), cos(2kp)) (4)

The network architecture of Nerf is illustrated in the figure, where the input consists
of spatial coordinates (x, y, z) and camera view directions (θ, φ). The multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) denoted by the green box in the upper part of the image consists of 8 fully connected
layers with 256-dimensional features. It connects the output of the upper MLP with the
camera view directions (θ, φ). The MLP in the lower part of the image consists of 4 fully
connected layers with 256-dimensional features and outputs the color C. The blue box in
Figure 2 represents the principle of classic volume rendering, which renders the color of
any ray passing through the scene, as indicated by Formula (1). The red box in Figure 2
represents the use of high-frequency functions to map the input to a higher-dimensional
space, enabling a better fit for data containing high-frequency variations, as shown in
Formula (4).
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2.2. Foreground and Background Processing

Nerf assumes that the target scene is placed within a fixed-size bounding box before
performing 3D reconstruction. However, this assumption is unsuitable for scenes such as
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a tidal flat environment. The complexities of such natural environments require a more
flexible approach. Before conducting the 3D reconstruction, it is crucial to carefully consider
the processing of distant image scenes. If the distant image scenes are not appropriately
processed, it could lead to errors in the image matching algorithm. Consequently, incorrect
features may be matched together during the generation of the 3D model, resulting in an
inaccurate overall reconstruction that fails to faithfully represent the characteristics of the
entire area.

In the context of boundaryless scenes, such as tidal flat environments, it becomes
essential to process the foreground and background of the scene. Inspired by Nerf++ [24],
As shown in Figure 3, we partition the scene space into two parts: an inner unit sphere
containing the foreground and all of the cameras, and an outer volume represented by
an inverted sphere covering the complement of the inner volume, which includes the
remaining parts of the scene. As in formula 5, 3D points (x, y, z) outside the sphere are
transformed into quadruples (x′, y′, z′, 1/r), where the direction points outward to the
corresponding point outside the sphere.

r =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 > 1 (5)
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Figure 3. The differences between parameterization of scenes inside and outside a sphere lie in the
range and approach used.

The advantage of this approach is that, for the reparameterization of quaternion results
for (x, y, z) at infinite distances, the values are all within the range of [−1, 1]. This not only
conforms to the objective fact of lower resolution for distant objects but also enhances the
stability of the data.

Diverging from Nerf++, our approach leverages drone-captured datasets for tidal flat
reconstruction. To minimize unnecessary computations, we employ ellipsoids as a more
compact representation to enclose the tidal flat environment, replacing the unit sphere. The
specifics of this approach are depicted in Figure 4. Nerf++ (left) employs sampling within a
unit sphere, centered and enclosing all camera poses, to render its foreground components,
while adopting distinct techniques to effectively render the background within the outer
volume. In our proposed approach (right), we utilize a similar background parameteriza-
tion but introduce ellipsoidal modeling for foreground elements, achieving a more tightly
bounded region of interest. This adaptation allows for a more efficient and accurate repre-
sentation of the tidal flat scene, ensuring streamlined rendering processes while preserving
the fidelity of reconstruction within the regions of interest. This adaptation allows us to
efficiently encapsulate the unique characteristics of the tidal flat scenes, optimizing the
rendering process while maintaining accuracy in the reconstruction.
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2.3. Lighting Conditions

Generative image modeling has been a longstanding research focus in computer vision.
The application of generative image modeling’s 3D reconstruction techniques has had a
profound impact on the representation and replication of tidal flats environments. Tidal
flats scenes often face rapid changes in lighting conditions, such as sunrise, sunset, and
cloud cover. Leveraging generative image modeling enables us to effectively address
the challenges posed by these lighting variations, thereby reducing artifacts, excessive
smoothing, and pseudo-phenomena during the reconstruction process. As a result, the
accuracy and realism of the reconstructed scenes are significantly enhanced.

In order to address this challenge, we drew inspiration from existing works such
as ‘Nerf in the Wild’ [26] and adopted the approach of generative latent optimization
(GLO) [27]. For each image xi in the available image collection {x1, . . ., xN}, we initialized a
random m-dimensional vector Li = {l1, l2, . . ., lN} as shown in Figure 5. Recognizing the
impact of color variations on the final 3D reconstruction of images, we introduced weather
conditions as a conditioning factor, represented by a vector that describes the lighting
situation of the corresponding image. This conditioning vector was incorporated into our
network to influence the final color generation process.
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In Equation (6), Ĉi(r) represents the final synthesized color of pixel points for the
picture image, and r denotes the information about the light ray. R denotes the process of
volume rendering, while r corresponds to the spatial coordinates (x, y, z) and σ denotes
the observation direction. These variables are consistent with the original Nerf. The key
difference lies in the color inference process.

Ĉi(r) = R(r, ci, σ) (6)
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As shown in Equation (7), where Li is introduced. z(t) is the output of MLPθ1 , and
γd(d) represents the angle of observation encoded using positional information, essentially
incorporating additional image information.

ci(t) = MLPθ2(z(t), γd(d), Li) (7)

As shown in Equation (8), MLPθ1 follows the same structure as Nerf, with the input
being high-dimensional positional encoding of (x, y, z), and the output z(t) representing
volume density. This design has the advantage that Li only affects the color output and
does not influence the generated volume density, thus preventing Li from affecting the
geometric shape of the generated 3D model and reducing model errors.

[σ(t), z(t)] = MLPθ1(γx(r(t))) (8)

The main difference between our method and ‘Nerf in the Wild’ lies in the approach.
‘Nerf in the Wild’ divides the scene into dynamic and static parts, employing an additional
MLP to identify dynamic components and then combining them with static components
to produce the final result. However, for natural landscapes such as tidal flats, having a
separate MLP is not meaningful as it has limited impact on the final output and complicates
model training, increasing the demand for computational resources.

2.4. Scene Segmentation

The 3D reconstruction of tidal flats using a single Nerf network poses significant
challenges due to limitations in the expressive capacity of individual MLP networks. The
sheer size and complexity of tidal flats scenes demand immense time and computational
resources for a comprehensive reconstruction. Furthermore, the memory requirements
escalate as Nerf networks need to store information for every pixel in the scene, particularly
daunting for large-scale environments.

Inspired by Mega-nerf [28], we address this challenge by partitioning the scene into
manageable blocks and training separate Nerf networks for each block. Mega-nerf em-
phasizes the parallel training of data, wherein each sub-module operates independently.
However, tidal flats environments present a unique issue during data acquisition, as
weather conditions and other factors can lead to significant variations in images captured
from the same viewpoints, resulting in brightness and contrast differences. In Figure 6,
we introduce an approach to facilitate communication among different sub-modules by
retaining overlapping image regions between them.
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Since multiple sub-modules often cover a single scene, during the rendering step, we
identify and filter out sub-modules with poorly collected image data. To achieve this, we
train an additional MLP to output the corresponding transmittance value (Ti) for each
scene, as shown in Figure 7. The transmittance values are bounded within the range [−1, 1].
When sampling rays intersect the objects for the first time, the corresponding Ti value
is close to 1, whereas it becomes close to 0 after passing through the object’s interior or
surface. For cases with multiple views of the same object, we calculate the average Ti value.
Sub-modules with Ti values below a predefined threshold are discarded.
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We perform 2D interpolation on the rendered results to achieve smooth transitions
between different sub-modules. By calculating the spatial distance between pixel points
and their initial poses, we determine the corresponding weights for each point. The weight
coefficients are inversely proportional to the distance from the initial pose, ensuring a
smooth blending effect across sub-modules.

Addressing the varying lighting conditions among different sub-modules, we employ
Formula (6) to determine the appearance embedding vector Li. We select a reference sub-
module, determine the appearance embedding vector L1 for this module, and identify the
3D points visible in both the reference sub-module and that requiring lighting adjustments
(L2). By fixing the MLPs of the two sub-modules and rendering the RGB for this point, we
efficiently calculate and update L2, achieving convergence in approximately 100 iterations.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets

We employed internet-sourced, drone-captured images of the Smithton–Wool north
tidal flats, acquired on 31 December 2018. These images were carefully categorized into
distinct groups, including “Tidal Trees” formed during low tide, river mouths, ground
textures, vegetation, and deep-water areas.

3.2. Training

We have previously classified aerial photographs into different scenes. Similar to Nerf,
we used COLMAP [29], which incorporates two camera parameters for radial distortion and
tangential distortion, to estimate the camera poses. We employed the PyTorch framework
and followed the same steps to load the data. Each batch consisted of 2048 ray samples,
and we utilized the Adam optimizer [30] with an initial learning rate of 4 × 10−4, which
gradually decayed to 4 × 10−5.

3.3. Evaluation

We employed two different approaches to obtain the results and compared the ren-
dered outcomes with real-world ground truth. Additionally, we generated quantitative re-
ports based on PSNR (the bigger, the better) and LPIPS [31] (the smaller, the better) metrics.
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We present our results in Table 1, where our approach demonstrates better overall
performance in terms of PSNR and LPIPS compared with Nerf, PSNR improved by an
average of 2.28 and LPIPS decreased by an average of 0.11, indicating smaller differences
between our reconstructed results and the original images. However, it should be noted
that our LPIPS performance is not as good as Nerf in deep water regions.

Table 1. Comparison of our method with nerf in a tidal flats environment.

PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓
nerf ours nerf ours

“Tidal Trees” 24.24 28.99 0.4985 0.3013
River mouths 31.31 29.28 0.3591 0.2889

Ground textures 24.91 29.16 0.5078 0.3069
Vegetation 25.06 28.63 0.5243 0.4065

Deep-water areas 27.76 28.62 0.3741 0.4176

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison between our method and the Nerf approach in
rendering results and ground truth in a tidal flats environment. Our method exhibits
stronger expressiveness in capturing important image details such as ground texture,
vegetation, and estuary, which are crucial for the evaluation of a tidal flats environment.
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3.4. Ablation Experiment

While our method has achieved satisfactory results in the 3D reconstruction of tidal
flats, we conducted further investigations to explore the specific effects of our improvement.
In addition to Nerf, we conducted two separate control experiments to investigate: (1) the
impact of using an ellipsoidal sphere to transform distant image elements into the interior
of the sphere, in relation to distant tidal flats image information; and (2) the introduction
of an image embedding vector for each submodule, optimizing them under the same
lighting conditions.

As shown in Figure 9, we solely employed method (1) and performed a detailed
comparison of reconstruction results within a submodule. It is evident that our algorithm
enhances the reconstruction of distant image information.
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Furthermore, in Figure 10, we selected scenes with evident variations in the collected
tidal flats image data, including changes caused by water surface reflections and smooth
geological environments. We validated method (2) in two submodules, demonstrating an
improvement in the representation capability of tidal flats environments.
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4. Discussion

In regard to the “ground textures” dataset presented in Figure 8, it is evident that
there are excessively bright highlights on the rocks in the ground texture. We conducted
further investigation into this phenomenon. Upon analyzing the image data of the tidal flat
scene, we observed that the area in question constitutes a protruding section of the ground,
surrounded by bright water bodies. We hypothesize that this result is influenced by the
brightness of neighboring submodules during joint optimization, leading to an enhanced
representation of brightness in this specific submodule. To mitigate this issue and enhance
our reconstruction quality, we intend to incorporate a weight parameter in our future work.
This parameter will help control the impact of neighboring submodules on our module,
particularly in specific cases.

In Table 1, our method exhibits suboptimal performance in terms of LPIPS values
within the “deep water” dataset. The primary challenge in capturing glossy surfaces lies in
the generation of sporadic glossy artifacts that intermittently appear and vanish between
rendered views, rather than smoothly traversing surfaces in a physically plausible manner.
We hypothesize that factors such as illumination, reflection, perspective, and transparency
within the deep-water region significantly influence image generation. These factors can
lead to a more intricate and irregular radiation field in the deep-water region, potentially
necessitating an increased number of sampling points and greater network capacity for
accurate representation.

It is worth noting that methods employing remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) or
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are better equipped to capture information
in deep water areas [32]. However, adopting such methods inevitably escalates data
acquisition costs and may compromise result reliability due to potential data quality issues.
In future research, we intend to address this limitation by utilizing the reflection of the
observation vector on the local normal vector as input, as opposed to using the observation
vector itself. Alternatively, we may introduce a function that characterizes the outgoing
radiation within our model for materials with varying degrees of roughness. This approach
aims to distinguish between diffuse reflection and specular reflection in smooth materials,
further enhancing the expressiveness of our model.
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Overall, in order to facilitate the application of neural radiance fields for 3D reconstruc-
tion in tidal flat environments, we introduced an embedded vector for global optimization.
This vector takes into account specific crucial lighting conditions unique to tidal flats. To
incorporate information from distant regions of the tidal flats, we employed an inversion
transformation that effectively transfers external scenery onto the inner surface of a sphere,
thereby enhancing the algorithm’s representational capabilities.

In the context of tidal flat 3D reconstruction, we employ two crucial parameters, PSNR
and LPIPS, to validate the superiority of our model over the conventional Nerf model.
When compared with the traditional Nerf model, our approach demonstrates an average
increase of 2.28 in PSNR and a corresponding average decrease of 0.11 in LPIPS.

Our method optimizes the utilization of images acquired through drone-based surveys,
resulting in a significantly enhanced capacity for capturing the intricacies of the tidal flat
environment. This improvement empowers researchers to conduct more comprehensive
assessments of tidal flat ecosystems. Furthermore, it offers invaluable support for a diverse
range of scientific investigations, environmental preservation initiatives, and sustainable
development objectives. This pioneering approach introduces a fresh perspective to the
realm of 3D reconstruction in natural environments by leveraging neural radiance fields.
Its particular efficacy in challenging tidal flat environments sets the stage for innovative
advancements in the field.
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